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When searching for an analogy for the 2018 US 

healthcare market, the comparison to driving in 

northern NJ seems to work. 

The lines are blurred. It’s hard to tell when one town  

ends and another one begins. The roads are confusing. 

Signage is either missing, not clear or visible only after it’s 

too late to change lanes while everyone is zooming above 

the speed limit. Most drivers only know their localised area 

and are uncomfortable outside a relatively tight familiar 

ring. Finally, there are huge looming non-Jersey metro 

areas impacting everything. I can’t vouch for the decorum 

of the M&A world, but Jersey drivers do have a reputation 

as well. “How ya doing?” isn’t always the greeting.

It’s a confusing map and perhaps it’s telling that many 

drivers use Google Maps. Amazon and Google impact 

everything whether they are moving into a particular 

healthcare vertical or not. Their proximity matters. The 

blurring has gained momentum as retailers are combining 

with benefits providers with CVS / Aetna and WBA / 

Humana either closed or in progress. The digital world has 

arrived with the Amazon / Whole Foods deal while the 

Rite Aid saga cut across different retail channels including 

grocery. Vertical integration – the potential WBA / AMB 

deal and McKesson / Rexall (completed in 2017) – also 

continued its march. At least there’s E-Z Pass in Jersey if 

you can get over to the right lane.

Google and Amazon have moved into the neighborhood. 

The efforts span many healthcare aspects ranging from Rx 

and OTC products, medical devices, wholesaling medical 

supplies, e-commerce, benefits management, health 

records and even delivery drones. In short, the healthcare 

ecosystem is undergoing an evolutionary transformational 

change arguably eclipsing the importance of eradicating 

malaria, polio, TB and other notable achievements. The 

war for talent has also been joined. Amazon poached 

significant industry names.

Amazon efforts are impressive – 2018 started with the 

launch announcement of a healthcare company combining 

Amazon, Berkshire Hathaway and JPMorgan Chase. This 

provides Amazon the investment banking expertise and 

deal closing capabilities. Money married tactical know-

how. In June 2018, surgeon Atul Gawande from Brigham 

and Women’s Hospital was named venture CEO. By late 

Q1 industry analysts also noted a gradual move to build 

an internal bench, the so-called 1492 team, of software 

engineers, data analysts and business strategists capped 

by the March 2018 hire of Former FDA Chief Health 

Informatics Officer, Taha Kasshout. 

On the product side, Amazon, assisted by the healthcare 

consultancy Arcadia Group, has launched Choice, a range 

of consumer-focused medical devices, the Basic Care 

OTC line starting with 60 SKUs (February), SoundHealth, 

Wellness Basics, Amazon Elements and Solimo brand 

umbrellas. Amazon’s low-cost OTC range via a partnership 

with Aurobindo Pharma offers generics of RB’s Mucinex 

DM, Pfizer’s Nexium 24Hour and P&G’s Prilosec OTC. 

Perrigo handles most of the production. 

On the Rx side, Amazon acquired the online pharmacy 

PillPack in June 2018. Amazon now owns a full-service 

e-pharmacy managing Rx scripts from packaging through 

to delivery. It’s just a matter of time before this is 

leveraged with generic Rx products.
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Amazon is also apparently focused on becoming 

the one-stop-shop for health systems with a focus on 

hospitals and outpatient clinics in effect a business-to-

business marketplace. Bigger hospital and clinic chains 

resisted Amazon system requirements, but the effort 

transitioned to smaller channel players. Even Alexa is 

involved as a team is looking at leveraging AI to facilitate 

disease management, ageing and care for mothers and 

infants (as reported by CNBC).

Meanwhile, Google’s AI focus has them looking to 

develop machine learning-based medical tools. Everyone, 

Google and Amazon, are anticipating that healthcare 

data will someday be standardised. Without the so-called 

FHIR-based healthcare interfaces, the data is harder to 

use. And of course, will the patient and / or Google usage 

data remain confidential?

Still, the reported efforts and industry suggestions  

are tantalising. DeepMind, Google parent Alphabet’s  

AI subsidiary, is already at work developing an app  

that detects kidney injuries. Another subsidiary,  

Verily, is working on diabetes apps. On the mental  

health front, AI and machine learning could tap  

existing data search streams to identify patterns. 

COPD, cancer and ageing could also be future growth 

opportunities. The Google Home smart speaker could  

be a healthcare tool.

The existing neighborhood of drug chains is also 

going through renewal. Initiatives in benefits 

management, venturing into adjacent retail channels, 

reinforcing on-site lab services and the continued 

expansion of beauty and store label brands continued  

in 2018. The benefits management deals of CVS / Aetna 

and Walgreens / Humana received the most attention, 

but there were other moves.

WBA has entered the lab services world with 600  

LabCorp in store sites offering specimen collection. 

A full chain rollout is expected over the next 4 years.  

On the Beauty front, WBA will acquire a minority stake  

in Birchbox, accessing prestige beauty brands previously 

not found in store at Walgreens. On the food front,  

a deal with Kroger is taking shape. Perhaps healthy 

food will finally start to gain traction in the US market. 

Meanwhile, a joint effort with FedEx will provide  

next-day Rx and OTC delivery nationwide and even  

same-day delivery in some cases. All for $4.99 when  

and where legally allowed.

CVS, in addition to the now closed Aetna deal, acquired 

EntrustRx in May 2018, a benefits coordinator in the 

specialty pharmacy world. Patients are assigned a 

permanent coordinator that walks them through  

nursing issues to co-pays in a one-stop shop.

The third largest US chain, Rite Aid, was carved up in 

2018. After failed deals to sell units to Fred’s several 

years ago and then the grocery chain Albertsons late in 

2017, WBA was finally able to acquire almost 2000 RAD 

stores and three distribution centres for $4.4bn, closing 

towards the end of 2017 with integration in 2018. A sale 

to WBA with a divestiture of units to Fred’s in 2015 was 

scuttled by regulatory concern. The combined Albertsons 

/ Rite Aid deal was a private equity play to avoid the 

IPO market by thee Albertsons owners. It was ultimately 

rejected by shareholders. 

It was a busy year on the roads in northern NJ and 

healthcare. No one was driving the speed limit.
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